Imagine a world where educational equity is a reality — where reading is a civil right.
Over the next several years, we will transform who we are as an organization to exponentially increase educational access and early literacy support for students who need it most.

TO ACCOMPLISH OUR BOLD VISION, READING PARTNERS WILL EVOLVE IN HOW WE APPROACH OUR WORK

Where we started | Evolving to... | Where we’re going
--- | --- | ---
Reading Partners is the central delivery partner in local contexts | part of systemic nationwide change | Part of a community and leader in national consortium of partners that support a child
Tutors and high-dosage tutoring only | broadening delivery channels | In addition to high-dosage tutoring, offer literacy supports through an array of in-home and community based options
An easy-to-use, structured curriculum | beyond one-size-fits-all | Easy-to-implement, adaptive programming
Proprietary curriculum | mission-focused solutions | Open-source, responsive assets

OUR THREE-PRONGED GROWTH STRATEGY CENTERS STUDENTS AND PUTS READING PARTNERS ON A TRAJECTORY TO ADVANCE EDUCATIONAL EQUITY THROUGH DEEPER COLLECTIVE IMPACT

1. **Expand direct tutoring**
   We developed an improved and interactive Reading Partners Connects online tutoring platform that will enable us to reach exponentially more students in new time slots, including after school—leading to **22% growth** in direct tutoring by the 2026-27 school year.

2. **Develop and grow partnerships**
   We’re creating an innovations and partnerships team that will establish relationships with at least two large national delivery partners and expand partnerships with organizations in our existing regions, growing to engage an **additional 20,000 students** by 2026-27.

3. **Invest in innovation and transformative bets**
   We’re investing in numerous research-driven transformations to support an **additional 15,000 students** by 2026-27. Among other actions, we are publishing our own books which will integrate a range of student identities, increasing access to at-home self-learning tools, expanding summer programming, and scaling to rural communities.